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Identifying interaction effects using random fertility shocks
Rannveig Kaldager Hart1
Sara Cools2

Abstract
BACKGROUND
Fertility interaction effects in social networks increasingly attracts the interest of demographers. While these theories propose a causal mechanism, they are rarely put to test in
a plausibly causal statistical design.
OBJECTIVE
We aim to differentiate network effects from selection by using an instrumental variable
(IV) approach to achieve exogenous variation in fertility. We use interaction effects between siblings as an empirical example.
METHODS
We draw data from Norwegian administrative registers (N ∼ 170,000 men and women).
We use twin births and children’s sex composition as random fertility shocks (IVs), generating exogenous variation in third births.
RESULTS
In our full study sample, we find no significant effects on ego’s fertility of random shocks
to the propensity to have three children. Subgroup analysis by sex and parity indicates
positive effects for firstborn women when the sibling’s birth is intended (as captured by
the same-sex instrument). We find no evidence that similarity strengthens interaction
effects.
CONCLUSIONS
The study contributes to the literature by testing long-standing hypotheses of fertility
interaction effects in a plausibly causal design. With the exception of firstborn women,
we find no evidence of interaction effects of a sibling’s third birth.
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1. Introduction
One individual’s fertility behavior may affect that of others, and when friends and family
have children, one’s own preferences and knowledge regarding life with children may
change. These interaction effects are typically expected to be stronger between individuals who are relatively similar and who keep in frequent contact (Bernardi and Klaerner
2014).
Existing studies show positive correlations in fertility timing among colleagues (Pink,
Leopold, and Engelhardt 2014), friends (Balbo and Barban 2014; Lois and Becker 2014),
and siblings (Kuziemko (2006) and Lyngstad and Prskawetz (2010), but see Kotte and
Ludwig (2011) for a counterexample). However, these correlations are potentially biased as estimates of network effects, due to common unobservable characteristics, reflection, and – in the case of friends and colleagues – endogenous group membership (Dahl,
Løken, and Mogstad 2014; Manski 1995).
In this study we aim to estimate fertility interaction effects in sibling networks, using
random variation in fertility to obtain causal estimates without such bias. We use data
on fertility behavior from Norwegian administrative registers (N ∼ 170,000). Because
siblings usually keep in contact throughout adulthood and are often relatively similar,
we expect them to impact each other’s fertility. However, we also expect them to share
underlying characteristics (such as fertility preferences) that cannot be perfectly measured
and netted out by the researcher. Our method for handling this endogeneity is to use
random shocks to the sibling’s fertility. To the best of our knowledge, using exogenous
variation to identify interaction effects has previously been done only for teenage fertility,
suggesting both negative (Yakusheva and Fletcher 2015) and positive (Monstad, Propper,
and Salvanes 2011) effects.
Two types of fertility shocks are used extensively in the demographic and economic
literature: twin births and children’s sex composition. A twin birth is an unintended
family increase, demonstrably random, conditional on the parents’ age (Rosenzweig and
Wolpin 1980a,b; Black, Devereux, and Salvanes 2005). Having two children of the same
sex is also random, and it increases parents’ probability of having a third child (Gini 2014;
Angrist and Evans 1998).
The two instrumental variables (IVs) both concern the propensity to have a third
child and restrict us to estimating effects running from a sibling’s third birth to ego’s birth
at any parity. There are several reasons to explore the interaction effects arising from
third births in the Norwegian context. Childlessness is low among women, and more
than 80% of mothers have a second child (Rønsen 2004). In contrast, the transition to a
third child is far less frequent (ibid.). Third births are related to persistent career costs
for women (Cools, Markussen, and Strøm 2017) and to wage penalties in later years,
even for men (Cools and Strøm 2017). The third parity transition may therefore be the
most uncertain one, and the one where individuals rely on their network for information
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and support to the largest extent. Previous studies have generally found first births to be
correlated with fertility in the social network (Balbo and Barban 2014; Bernardi 2003;
Lyngstad and Prskawetz 2010). In a separate contribution of this paper, we show in
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates that siblings’ third births are indeed correlated
with ego’s fertility choices, in the same way that the existing literature has found earlier
births to be empirically relevant.
The two IVs concern rather different fertility experiences. Having twins at second
birth is likely to be more straining than having a third child due to a wish for children
of both sexes. First, there is no spacing between twins. If shorter spacing makes the
family increase seem more stressful, the interaction effects due to twinning ought to be
less positive than those resulting from the average third birth. Interaction effects could
then be comparable to effects from third births that are straining for other reasons, such
as health problems in mother or child. Second, the twin instrument captures the effect
of a third birth among couples who would otherwise prefer to have only two children,
whereas the same-sex instrument captures the effect of a third birth among parents who
would stop at two children if – and only if – they were of opposite sex. We explore the
different nature of these shocks to see how they matter for interaction effects.

2. Mechanisms for fertility interaction effects
For interaction effects related to first births, three types of mechanisms have traditionally
been considered of importance: social learning, emotional contagion, and social pressure.
When the concern is interaction effects arising specifically from third births, the relative
importance of these mechanisms may change. We expect effects from third births to
mainly concern quantum – the intention to have a large family. Changes in quantum
preferences may in turn affect the timing of first or second births.
In the Norwegian context, wanting at least two children seems a ‘default option’:
More than 80% of young childless Norwegians intend to have a child (Lyngstad and
Noack 2005). Analysis of recently collected Norwegian survey data show that among
women who want children, more than 92% want at least two. Out of these, less than half
(42%) want at least three (own calculations, see Cools and Strøm (2018) for a description
of the data set). The variation over time in the proportion who proceed to have a third
child closely follows the fluctuation in overall fertility (Cools 2013), and is suggested
to be a major driver of the ‘second demographic transition’ in Norway (Kravdal 1992).
Various recent studies have identified the decline in third births as a main driver of the
observed decline in Norwegian fertility since 2009 (Cools and Strøm 2018; Dommermuth
and Lappegård 2017).
Research from related fields supports the notion that the propensity to have three
children is correlated within networks. Three-child families are found to be clustered in
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space (see Fiori, Graham, and Feng (2014) for Britain, Gray and Evans (2014) for Australia, Bergsvik, Lappegård, and Skardhamar (2016) for Norway), indicating geographic
self-selection based on preferences for family size, and/or neighborhood interaction effects for the propensity to have a third child. Similarly, parity-specific analyses reveal
that third births also correlate across generations (Cools and Hart 2017), and there is also
some evidence that this positive relationship is causal for men (ibid.).
Even for individuals who have seen their sibling have a first and then a second child,
new information of life in large families may be revealed when a third niece or nephew is
born, and individuals observe how family life changes with the shift from a ‘standard size’
family to ‘large’ family. Perhaps the most striking effect of a third child is its significant
negative effect on the mother’s earnings (Cools, Markussen, and Strøm 2017), which
may amplify both career frustrations and income concerns. There is also some evidence
that a third child, as instrumented by twinning and/or sex composition, has a negative
impact on the mother’s health in the short (Cáceres-Delpiano and Simonsen 2012) and
long run (Kruk and Reinhold 2014). Furthermore, as many medium-sized Norwegian
family homes have three bedrooms, housing considerations become pertinent. Also, a
third child is likely to change both sibling dynamics and parent-child interactions due a
larger age span between the children and the outnumbering of their parents. Last, theories
based on evolutionary psychology have suggested that the mere exposure to babies – even
for women who are already mothers – may induce a “baby longing,” and hence increase
fertility (Rotkirch 2007).
Together, these examples illustrate that the birth of a third child within the social
network can be a source of both social learning and emotional contagion, particularly for
couples pondering whether to have a third child. Given that several grandchildren are
already present, social pressure (from grandparents) is presumably of lesser importance
at this margin. It is possible that the further expansion of a sibling’s family further dilutes
social support in terms of grandparental resources, perhaps contributing marginally to a
negative interaction effect. Hence, we argue that there is potential for both positive and
negative interaction effects of a sibling’s third birth on ego’s fertility. The effects may be
corroborated by families with three children being rarer than families with two children,
heightening the informational value of an “up close” observation of the transition from
two to three children compared with the earlier parities.
Depending on how both ego and the sibling perceive the fertility shock, the effect
on ego’s fertility may be positive or negative. As twin births are both more straining
and unplanned (unintended births are on average linked to adverse outcomes for children
and parents (Abajobir et al. 2016; Barber and East 2009; David 2006; Myhrman et al.
1995)), we expect them to transmit less positively than third births induced by sex mix
preferences.
Mechanisms for transmission are likely to depend on network characteristics. For
social learning or belief formation, similarity is crucial (Bernardi 2003; Pink, Leopold,
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and Engelhardt 2014). As childbearing in general (and third births in particular) influences men’s and women’s lives differently, we expect siblings of the same sex to be more
influential (see Bernardi (2003) for an empirical example). Interaction effects of third
births may also be stronger at certain parities: Childless individuals may be more easily
influenced by their peers (Bernardi 2003), or a sibling’s third birth may convey specific
information about this family size, mainly relevant for ego’s decision regarding a third
child.
Finally, older siblings may influence younger siblings more than the other way
around: As the older child experiences most transitions first, the younger siblings may
grow used to using their older siblings as role models in childhood and continue to do so
in adulthood.

3. Empirical approach
3.1 Data
All data come from administrative registers. Personal identification numbers link individuals to their siblings, parents, and children. Our two IVs – the sex mix of the sibling’s first
two children and whether the sibling had twins at second birth – both move the sibling’s
number of children from two to more than two children and are defined only for siblings
who have at least two children. Therefore, our study sample consists of men and women
whose sibling had a second child in the period 1980–1999. The sample is not conditioned
on ego’s childbearing history. In order to have well-defined sibling relations, we restrict
the sample to firstborn and secondborn men and women. We exclude individuals whose
sibling had twins at first birth.
To obtain consistent IV estimates, we include only control variables that are not
themselves influenced by the instrument (i.e., that are determined prior to or at the realization of the instrument). This limits the number of suitable controls available in the
data. We include controls for the calendar year of a sibling’s second birth, the age difference between ego and sibling, and the age difference between the sibling’s two firstborn
children as yearly dummies. In addition, we control for the sibling’s and the sibling’s
partner’s age at second birth by dummies for five-year age brackets.

3.2 Identification strategy
Without exogenous variation in fertility, the estimation of interaction effects among siblings is likely to be biased due to common unobservable characteristics and reflection
(Manski 1995). For this reason we use two IVs for the sibling’s number of children.
A valid IV must increase the sibling’s fertility but cannot be correlated with any (unhttp://www.demographic-research.org
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observed) characteristics that could cause ego’s and sibling’s childbearing patterns to be
related.
While both instruments are extensively used in estimating the effect of family size
on other outcomes, application to fertility outcomes remains rare (exceptions are Cools
and Hart (2017) and Kolk (2015)). In our sample, a sibling’s twinning at second birth on
average increases their probability of having a third child by about 57% (reflecting that
about 43% of parents with two children would have a third child regardless of twinning).
Same-sex children on average increase the sibling’s probability of having a third child by
5.3%.
While there is exactly a 50% chance of having two children of the same sex, a twin
birth is far less common. About 1% of all the second births in our sample are twin births.
The share is increasing slightly with time, reflecting the increasing prevalence of fertility
treatment as well as increasing maternal age.
By using twinning at second birth as an IV, we capture the effect of a third child
for parents who would otherwise have had only two children. Because twin births have
zero spacing between the second and third child, they potentially capture a more straining
experience than the average third birth. In contrast, the additional births induced by the
same-sex instrument are intended and wanted, and they do not deviate systematically
from the average third birth in terms of spacing.
In theory, the effect of a sibling’s family increase could be recursive or self-reinforcing:
Ego may respond to the sibling’s third birth by increasing his or her own family size, in
turn inducing the sibling to have a fourth child, which could again affect ego’s family
size. Such ‘feedback effects’ would be a mechanism for the effect of a sibling’s third
birth, rather than a threat to its identification. Given the low rates of parity progression
beyond the third child, we consider such feedback effects unlikely to be a causal channel
of importance for the effects we may find.
Of the two instruments, twinning has larger issues concerning internal validity. The
likelihood of having dizygotic twins is positively correlated between sisters for genetic
reasons and could therefore give rise to a spurious positive relationship in sisters’ family size, causing estimates in pairs of sisters to be biased upwards. On the other hand,
downward bias could be caused by the positive relationship between twinning and IVF
treatment, which is a marker of subfecundity that is potentially shared by siblings – also
of different sex. We test how twinning is related to observable characteristics and find
that once we condition on the parents’ (i.e., the sibling’s and the sibling’s partner’s) age
and spacing between births, twinning is not related to characteristics such as education,
income, and fertility among other members of the family. Nevertheless, we cannot be
completely certain that there is no bias resulting from unobservable characteristics. In
addition, the low prevalence of twinning hampers the precision of the IV estimates. We
place more trust in the results using the sex composition instrument, and we emphasise
these if the results from the two instruments differ.
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Our main outcome variable is ego’s number of children, measured ten (T10) years
after the sibling had a second child (descriptive statistics in Table 1). While the twin instrument increases family size immediately, the same-sex instrument increases the probability of a third birth, taking place on average two to three years after the second one. If
the IV is valid, there should be no (sizeable) effect on the outcome before the sibling’s
second child is born. We find no effect on ego’s fertility five years before (T–5) the sibling’s second child is born (nor on ego’s fertility the same year as the sibling’s second
birth, available upon request).
For all outcomes and subsamples, we present three types of estimates: Reduced
form (RF) estimates give the overall association in the sample between the sibling having
twins or same-sex children and ego’s number of children. IV estimates give the effect of
the sibling’s family size increase on ego’s family size, under the assumption that the IVs
affect ego’s family size only through a change in the sibling’s family size. Finally, OLS
estimates give the conditional association between the sibling having a third child and
ego’s family size.
The register data used in this article cover the whole Norwegian population. We
present significance tests to assess whether the relationships are plausibly driven by causal
mechanisms that could also operate in comparable contexts, rather than appearing in this
particular population due to mere chance (see Morgan and Winship (2007) for a general
discussion of inference from a population to a (theoretical) super population in causal
analysis).
Table 1:

Descriptive statistics on outcome variables by subsample
Men
Firstborn
Mean
SD

N. children at T+10
N. children at T−5

1.82
0.56

(1.18)
(0.84)

Secondborn
Mean
SD
1.46
0.14

(1.16)
(0.45)

Women
Firstborn
Secondborn
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
2.08
0.94

(1.07)
(0.97)

1.83
0.29

(1.08)
(0.63)

Note: The sample is Norwegian firstborn and secondborn men and women whose sibling had a second child during
the period 1980–1999.

4. Results
4.1 Descriptive statistics and balancing tests
Table 2 gives the mean values (and standard deviations) of background characteristics
that are included in all our regressions, split by whether the index person has a sibling
with same-sex children or not (panel A), and a sibling with twins at second birth or not
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(panel B). For the same-sex instrument, we do not expect differences between the samples. The t-tests in the last column show that they hardly differ significantly – and never
substantially. Twin births, however, are known to be random only when conditioning on
parents’ age (Black, Devereux, and Salvanes 2005). Panel B shows that parents of twins
are on average a year older than parents with singleton births. They have also waited
longer after their first birth – possibly due to fertility problems. The twin births in our
sample on average take place about a year later than the other second births, reflecting
that twinning has become more common over time.
Table 2:

Background characteristics by instrument status
Z=0

Z=1

t-test
SE

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Diff.

a) Instrument Z is same-sex
Ego’s birth year
Distance ego and sibling
Sibling’s age at 2nd birth
Sibling’s partner’s age at 2nd birth
Sibling’s spacing 1st and 2nd child
Birth year sibling’s 2nd child

1963.26
2.81
28.63
29.40
3.31
1991.52

(5.85)
(1.51)
(4.01)
(4.55)
(1.78)
(5.26)

1963.29
2.82
28.61
29.36
3.31
1991.52

(5.83)
(1.51)
(4.00)
(4.56)
(1.78)
(5.26)

–0.03
–0.01*
0.02
0.04*
0.01
0.01

(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.02)

b) Instrument Z is twin2
Ego’s birth year
Distance ego and sibling
Sibling’s age at 2nd birth
Sibling’s partner’s age at 2nd birth
Sibling’s spacing 1st and 2nd child
Birth year sibling’s 2nd child

1963.27
2.82
28.62
29.38
3.31
1991.52

(5.84)
(1.51)
(4.00)
(4.55)
(1.78)
(5.26)

1963.15
2.85
29.64
30.37
3.65
1992.36

(5.64)
(1.49)
(4.23)
(4.85)
(2.19)
(5.06)

0.12
–0.03
–1.02**
–0.99**
–0.34**
–0.84**

(0.10)
(0.03)
(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.03)
(0.09)

Note: The sample is Norwegian firstborn and secondborn men and women whose sibling had a second child during
the period 1980–1999. † p < 0.10,* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

The statistics displayed in Table 2 typically serve as ‘balancing checks,’ to see
whether the IVs are indeed randomly allocated. Since twinning is only conditionally
random, we have (in Table 3) estimated how the IVs predict a number of other background characteristics, observed the year prior to the birth of the sibling’s second child
(T–1): The sibling’s schooling and income and ego’s schooling, income, and number of
children. If the instruments are unconditionally independent, no significant associations
should be found. Under conditional independence, any significant associations should
disappear after controlling for all the background characteristics in Table 2.
For the same-sex instrument, there are no significant associations beyond what is
expected by chance. The twin instrument is however significantly associated with the
outcomes in Table 3, but the association disappears when controls are included in column
4.
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Table 3:

Balancing tests: Unconditional and conditional dependence on IVs
Z is same-sex
(1)
(2)

Sib schoolyears T−1
Sib income T−1
Ego schoolyears T−1
Ego income T−1
Ego n. children T−1

Table 2 covariates

Z is twin2
(3)

(4)

–0.016
(0.011)
–93.559
(454.920)

–0.010
(0.010)
–63.637
(371.646)

0.154**
(0.051)
14,117.119**
(2,049.190)

–0.018
(0.047)
471.436
(1,675.586)

0.014
(0.011)
–712.241
(457.407)
0.004
(0.004)

0.018†
(0.011)
–475.395
(411.208)
0.006
(0.004)

0.119*
(0.050)
10,759.499**
(2,062.250)
0.077**
(0.018)

–0.005
(0.048)
–984.921
(1,855.599)
–0.005
(0.017)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Note: The sample is Norwegian firstborn and secondborn men and women whose sibling had a second child during
the period 1980–1999. Standard errors in parentheses. † p < 0.10,* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. “Table 2 covariates”
indicates that the background characteristics shown in Table 2 are controlled for in columns (2) and (4).

4.2 Sibship sex composition as IV
Table 4 shows the effect of a sibling’s number of children, instrumented by sex composition, on ego’s number of children, measured ten (T10) years after the sibling’s second
birth. We present effects separately by sex and parity, allowing for heterogenous effects.
Splitting by parity also ensures that the same individual cannot be both influenced and
influencing (both ego and sibling) in the same statistical model, which would otherwise
cause reflection bias (Angrist 2014).
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Table 4:

Men

Effects of sibling’s number of children on ego’s family size
(same-sex IV)
(1)
RF

Firstborns
(2)
IV

Ego’s number of children at T+10
Sib same-sex kids
0.014
(0.009)
Sib >2 children
0.227
(0.157)
Adj. R2
0.017
0.016
N
62231
62231
Ego’s number of children at T−5
Sib same-sex kids
0.004
(0.006)
Sib >2 children
0.070
(0.099)
Adj. R2
0.231
0.229
N
62231
62231

Women

(1)
RF

Firstborns
(2)
IV

Ego’s number of children at T+10
Sib same-sex kids
0.018*
(0.009)
Sib >2 children
0.362*
(0.178)
Adj. R2
0.002
N
57937
57937
Ego’s number of children at T−5
Sib same-sex kids
0.003
(0.007)
Sib >2 children
0.064
(0.142)
Adj. R2
0.221
0.220
N
57937
57937

(3)
OLS

(4)
RF

Secondborns
(5)
(6)
IV
OLS

0.002
(0.008)
0.112**
(0.010)
0.019
62243

0.074
75503

0.038
(0.158)
0.074
75503

0.072**
(0.009)
0.074
75520

0.032
(0.056)
0.219
75503

–0.011**
(0.003)
0.221
75520

0.002
(0.003)
–0.009
(0.006)
0.231
62243

0.221
75503

(3)
OLS

(4)
RF

Secondborns
(5)
(6)
IV
OLS

0.004
(0.008)
0.124**
(0.009)
0.005
57943

0.044
71521

0.075
(0.148)
0.046
71521

0.107**
(0.008)
0.046
71541

0.005
(0.075)
0.279
71521

–0.014**
(0.004)
0.279
71541

0.000
(0.004)
–0.000
(0.008)
0.221
57943

0.279
71521

Note: The sample is Norwegian firstborn and secondborn men and women whose sibling had a second child during
the period 1980–1999. Standard errors in parentheses. † p < 0.10,* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

For comparison, we also show the OLS estimate for how ego’s fertility changes
with the sibling’s third child. On average across subsamples, a sibling’s third child is
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associated with about a tenth of a child more for ego. This association is statistically
significantly different from zero in all subsamples.
In general, neither the RF nor the IV estimates differ significantly from zero – with
one exception: For firstborn women, there are significant positive effects (p < .1). However, this point estimate is not statistically different from the corresponding point estimates in any of the other subgroups, hence the different results by subgroup should be
interpreted with caution. Reassuringly, we find no evidence of significant effects prior to
realization of the instrument (at T−5).
The IV estimates do not differ significantly from the OLS estimates. Our IV estimates do not, therefore, provide evidence against the possibility that the association
in siblings’ fertility behavior, as captured by the OLS estimates, are due to interaction
effects.
A zero effect on number of children after ten years could mask tempo effect or effects
at specific parities (ego’s propensity to have at least one, two, or three children). Using
the same-sex IV, we find no statistically significant effect at any time or parity (results
available upon request).

4.3 Twinning as IV
Table 5 shows estimates obtained by using the twin instrument. Across subsamples, the
reduced form and IV estimates show no significant effect on ego’s fertility. The point
estimates tend to be positive, but we cannot refute the zero hypothesis that a sibling’s
family size has no effect on ego’s fertility behavior.
When the outcome is measured prior to the sibling’s second child is born (T−5), we
find no significant effect, corroborating the (conditional) exogeneity of twinning as an IV.
As in the case with the same-sex IV, the absence of an effect on number of children
after ten years could mask tempo-specific or parity-specific effects. We also find no
statistically significant effect at any time on parity using the twin IV (results available
upon request).

http://www.demographic-research.org
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Table 5:

Men

Effects of sibling’s number of children on ego’s family size
(Twin IV)
(1)
RF

Firstborns
(2)
IV

Ego’s number of children at T+10
Sib twin 2nd birth
0.038
(0.043)
Sib >2 children
0.066
(0.076)
Adj. R2
0.016
0.018
N
62978
62978
Ego’s number of children at T−5
Sib twin 2nd birth
0.014
(0.027)
Sib >2 children
0.024
(0.048)
Adj. R2
0.231
0.231
N
62978
62978

Women

(1)
RF

Firstborns
(2)
IV

Ego’s number of children at T+10
Sib twin 2nd birth
0.014
(0.040)
Sib >2 children
0.025
(0.071)
Adj. R2
0.002
0.003
N
58655
58655
Ego’s number of children at T−5
Sib twin 2nd birth
0.016
(0.032)
Sib >2 children
0.027
(0.057)
Adj. R2
0.221
0.221
N
58655
58655

(3)
OLS

(4)
RF

Secondborns
(5)
(6)
IV
OLS

–0.025
(0.036)
0.112**
(0.010)
0.019
62243

0.074
76471

–0.044
(0.064)
0.072
76471

0.072**
(0.009)
0.074
75520

0.016
(0.023)
0.221
76471

–0.011**
(0.003)
0.221
75520

0.009
(0.013)
–0.009
(0.006)
0.231
62243

0.222
76471

(3)
OLS

(4)
RF

Secondborns
(5)
(6)
IV
OLS

0.004
(0.035)
0.124**
(0.009)
0.005
57943

0.044
72432

0.007
(0.061)
0.044
72432

0.107**
(0.008)
0.046
71541

–0.001
(0.031)
0.279
72432

–0.014**
(0.004)
0.279
71541

–0.001
(0.018)
–0.000
(0.008)
0.221
57943

0.279
72432

Note: The sample is Norwegian firstborn and secondborn men and women whose sibling had a second child during
the period 1980–1999. Standard errors in parentheses. † p < 0.10,* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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4.4 Subsample analysis
Nonsignificant effects in the full sample could mask significant effects in subpopulations where transmission is particularly strong. To test if similarity fosters transmission
(Bernardi and Klaerner 2014), we have estimated the models for siblings of the same sex.
We find no evidence of particularly strong interaction effects among siblings of the same
sex. The overall pattern is consistent across subgroups, with positive but insignificant
point estimates (available upon request).

5. Concluding discussion
The importance of social networks for the transmission of information regarding the consequences of fertility choices has recently (re)emerged as a topic of demographic interest
(Bernardi and Klaerner 2014). While there are indeed good reasons to expect, ‘a priori,’
that fertility is contagious within networks, remarkably few studies credibly address the
difficulty in obtaining unbiased and consistent estimates of the causal effect.
Rather, in the sociodemographic and sociological literature on interaction effects,
one traditionally allows for (potential) bias in order to gain precision: Correlated fertility
behavior within networks can be estimated easily and precisely, given available data, and
has been demonstrated for a variety of networks in a range of contexts (Balbo and Barban 2014; Lois and Becker 2014; Lyngstad and Prskawetz 2010; Kuziemko 2006; Pink,
Leopold, and Engelhardt 2014). However, a main methodological point of the current
paper is that such correlated behavior itself is not evidence of interaction effects. It may
equally well emerge because individuals in the same network face a similar environment,
or because they are similar on relevant unobservable characteristics – or it may even result
from reflection bias (Manski 1995).
Our study contributes to the existing literature by using two well-established IVs for
fertility that are increasingly important also in demographic research, applying them to
the question of interaction effects in fertility. The two IVs have proven efficient in uncovering estimates of the effect of family size increases on a variety of outcomes, ranging
from parents’ labour market outcomes to older siblings’ cognitive skills and their fertility
choices in adulthood (see, e.g., Angrist and Evans 1998; Black, Devereux, and Salvanes
2010; Cools and Hart 2017). In contrast, the IV estimates of the fertility interaction effects between siblings obtained in this paper are generally not significantly different from
zero. This holds both for measures of quantum and tempo, and both for number of children and parity-specific measures. While one could speculate that a sibling’s third birth
would have the strongest effects on ego’s third birth, we find no evidence of this.
Subgroup analysis further show no evidence of stronger interaction effects between
siblings of the same sex, thereby yielding no support for the notion that similarity strength-
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ens influence in our context. Neither do younger siblings seem to be more strongly influenced by their older siblings than vice versa. On the contrary, coefficients are consistently less positive among secondborn men and women than among their older siblings.
The only IV estimate of the fertility interaction effect between siblings that is significant
at conventional levels is the one obtained for firstborn women when instrumenting their
younger sibling’s fertility with the same-sex instrument.
Some limitations are inherently linked to our quasi-experimental effect identification. Most importantly, while the internal validity of our estimates is strong, the external
validity (i.e. relevance to other parities and contexts) is more uncertain. We demonstrate
empirically that third births – like first births – are positively correlated across siblings in
our sample. Previous research has focused predominantly on the transition to parenthood
(cf. Balbo and Barban (2014); Bernardi (2003); Lyngstad and Prskawetz (2010)), and
both empirical patterns and theoretical reasoning are better established for this parity. We
argue in Section 2 that both social learning and emotional contagion is potentially important also for interaction effects from large families. Still, we acknowledge that these
mechanisms may operate in a somewhat different – and perhaps also somewhat weaker
– fashion for third than for first births. In the end, the relevance of our results for other
parity transitions is an empirical question. Our results call for studies utilizing sources
of plausibly exogenous variation in (the timing of) first births to test if interaction effects
can be identified in a causal design at this parity.
The second limitation regards the trade-off between consistency and precision, which
is evident also in our study. The IV estimates are not significantly different from the OLS
estimates of associations in fertility between siblings presented. Yet this paper challenges
the notion that network associations in fertility can be interpreted as network effects without stronger evidence. While the associations within the network are strong and highly
significant, we fail to provide conclusive evidence that they are due to (social) network
effects.
Despite their limitations, our results reactualize Manski’s (1995) point that similarity in networks is insufficient evidence that social interaction effects indeed occur.
Siblings may also simply behave in lockstep because they or their circumstances are
similar. There is not enough credible evidence on whether siblings affect each other’s fertility. The results of this study emphasise the need for further empirical tests of whether
within-network associations in fertility are indeed driven by within-network causal effects. Through such tests we can advance our theorizing and understanding of the drivers
of network similarities in fertility.
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